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The United States has changed dramatically since enactment of the Equal Pay Act in 1963, but
at least one thing has remained unacceptably constant: the gap between the wages paid to
women and men. And it costs America’s women and families months’ and years’ worth of basic
necessities every year.

America’s Women Are Still Paid Less Than Men
The wage gap has existed for decades and it continues to punish women and families.
 In 1963, when Congress passed the Equal Pay Act, women were paid 58.9 cents for every
dollar paid to men. Since then, the wage gap has been closing at a rate of less than half a
cent per year.1
 Today, women working full time in the United States are paid 77 cents for every dollar paid
to men – leaving a gap of 23 cents for every dollar.2
 For women of color, the wage gap is even worse. Full-time working African American and
Latina women are paid just 62 cents and 54 cents, respectively, for every dollar paid to fulltime working white men.3
 On average, the wage gap costs a U.S. woman and her family $10,784 per year, which
amounts to more than $430,000 in lost income over a lifetime.4

The Wage Gap is Not a Matter of Personal Choice
Studies have found that even when all relevant education, career and family attributes are taken
into account, there is still a significant, unexplained gap between the wages paid to women and
men in the United States.
The wage gap persists among women and men with the same levels of education.
 Even when women choose “non-traditional,” higher-paid majors, a wage gap exists. Women
in science, technology, engineering and math are paid 86 percent of what their male
counterparts are paid.5 Female business majors are paid 93 percent of what male business
majors are paid.6
 As soon as one year after graduation, women working full time are paid only 80 percent as
much as their male colleagues, even when controlling for field of study and age.7
 Among all workers 25 years of age and older with some high school education, women’s
median weekly wages total $388 compared to a total of $486 for men.8
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The wage gap exists across a wide spectrum of occupations.
 Women in the service industry are paid only about 75 percent of the mean weekly wages
paid to men in equivalent positions.9
 In 2008 the average starting salary of a new female physician was $16,819 less than her
male counterpart after controlling for observable characteristics such as specialty type and
hours worked.10
 A newly minted female MBA graduate is paid, on average, $4,600 less at her first job than a
new male MBA graduate.11
Even when women make the same career choices as men, they are paid less.
 A 2003 GAO study concluded that even after accounting for “choices” such as work patterns
and education, women are paid an average of 80 cents for every dollar paid to men.12
 A 2010 GAO study on women in management found that female managers are paid only 81
percent as much as male managers.13 This assessment controls for many of the “choices”
women are perceived to make such as having a child, working in a particular industry,
working full time or part time, and hours worked beyond full time.
 Even when childless women and men are compared, full-time working women are paid only
82 percent as much as full-time working men.14
Women are penalized for caregiving while men are not.
 The 2003 GAO study found that women with children are paid about 2.5 percent less than
women without children, while men with children enjoy an earnings boost of 2.1 percent,
compared with men without children. In other words, working mothers pay a penalty while
working fathers receive a bonus.15
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